Functional amyloids in bacteria
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Summary. The term amyloidosis is used to refer to a family of pathologies altering the homeostasis of human organs. Despite having a name that alludes to starch content, the amyloid accumulations are made up of proteins that polymerize as long and rigid fibers. Amyloid proteins vary widely with respect to their amino acid sequences but they share similarities in their quaternary structure; the amyloid fibers are enriched in β-sheets arranged perpendicular to the axis of the fiber. This structural feature provides great robustness, remarkable stability, and insolubility. In addition, amyloid proteins specifically stain with certain dyes such as Congo red and thioflavin-T. The aggregation into amyloid fibers, however, it is not restricted to pathogenic processes, rather it seems to be widely distributed among proteins and polypeptides. Amyloid fibers are present in insects, fungi and bacteria, and they are important in maintaining the homeostasis of the organism. Such findings have motivated the use of the term “functional amyloid” to differentiate these amyloid proteins from their toxic siblings. This review focuses on systems that have evolved in bacteria that control the expression and assembly of amyloid proteins on cell surfaces, such that the robustness of amyloid proteins are used towards a beneficial end. [Int Microbiol 2014; 17(2):65-73]
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Amyloids in history

The term amyloidosis is used to refer to a family of pathologies altering the homeostasis of human organs. Written descriptions of what most likely were amyloidoses dates back to the late 17th century. An autopsy report describing a spleen full of white stones can be considered the first description of amyloidosis, which is now known as “sago spleen” to describe the starch-like granules that grow in the organ [20]. The term amyloid, meaning resembling starch, was first used two centuries later. The German chemist Rudolph Virchow discovered that the corporea amylacea of the nervous system stained with Congo red in a similar way as did cellulose and starch [41]. There was a long-standing controversy on the chemical nature of such amyloid plaques with some maintaining that they were made of starch (thus amyloid) and others arguing that they were more akin to lard [20]. It was not until the 20th century that chemical analyses revealed that such accumulations consisted of protein. By then, however, the medical term had gained a stronghold and to date these proteins are referred to as amyloids, despite their having no starch content whatsoever. However, the early descriptions of amyloid proteins already revealed a peculiarity; under the electron microscope amyloids appeared as long and rigid fibers [20].
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The intense research on amyloid proteins has shown that even though they vary widely with respect to their amino acid sequences, they share similarities in their quaternary structure. Amyloid protein fibers are enriched in β-sheets arranged perpendicular to the axis of the fiber [50]. This structure provides great robustness, which is the defining feature of amyloid protein. Amyloids have remarkable stability, insolubility and specifically stain with certain dyes such as Congo red and thioflavin-T. The fact that amyloid fibers had always been associated with human pathologies led to the perception that the amyloid state was due to an erratic processing or misfolding of soluble and functional proteins [44]. However, the aggregation into amyloid fibers seems to be widely distributed among proteins and polypeptides, and in some cases, these amyloid fibers are important in maintaining the homeostasis of the organism [10,23]. Two outstanding examples of amyloids non-related to pathologies in humans are: The protein pMel17, which form amyloid fibers to eliminate intermediate aggregates that may be toxic to the organism, and proteins or peptides hormones of the human endocrine system, which are efficiently stored in secretory granules in an amyloid-state, thus contributing to the normal physiology of cells [19,23]. Amyloid fibers are also present in insects, fungi and in bacteria, and they participate in protection, interaction with surfaces, and detoxification (Table 1). Prions, another group of proteins with propensity to fold into amyloid fibers but with the astonishing ability of self-propagating, are mostly known for their pathological implications, although exceptions to this rule are arising [27,49]. This happens to be with the translation regulation protein CPEB (cytoplasmic polyadenylation element binding protein) in the molusk Aplysia. As other prions, this protein possesses the ability to acquire different functional conformations, and it appears that the prion dominant form contributes to stabilizing the long-term stimulated synapses in memory storage [42]. Another example of a non-pathological prion is the protein HET-s in the fungus Podospora anserine [26,55], which in the prion state seems to contribute to build a physical barrier that impede the transfer of deleterious elements between genetically in-

### Table 1. Amyloid proteins

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1A. Pathogenic amyloids</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Precursor</td>
<td>Disease</td>
<td>Ref.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Serum amyloid</td>
<td>Systemic amyloidosis</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aβ</td>
<td>β-Protein (APP)</td>
<td>Alzheimer’s disease</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1APP</td>
<td>Islet amyloid polypeptide</td>
<td>(Type 2 diabetes and insuloma)</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α-Synuclein</td>
<td>α-Synuclein</td>
<td>Parkinson’s disease</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1B. Functional amyloids</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Species</td>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>Function</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humans</td>
<td>Pmel17</td>
<td>Elimination of toxic intermediates during melanin synthesis</td>
<td>[19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fungi</td>
<td>Hydrophobins</td>
<td>Formation of fungal coat</td>
<td>[56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Escherichia coli, Salmonella enteritidis</em></td>
<td>Curli</td>
<td>Interaction with host, biofilm formation</td>
<td>[9,15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pseudomonas sp.</em></td>
<td>FapC</td>
<td>Biofilm formation</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Streptomyces coelicolor</em></td>
<td>Chaplins</td>
<td>Formation of aerial structures</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Bacillus subtilis</em></td>
<td>TasA</td>
<td>Biofilm formation</td>
<td>[31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Klebsiella pneumoniae</em></td>
<td>Microcin E492</td>
<td>Antimicrobial</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Staphylococcus aureus</em></td>
<td>PSM</td>
<td>Biofilm formation</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Streptococcus mutans</em></td>
<td>Adhesin P1</td>
<td>Biofilm formation</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Mycobacterium tuberculosis</em></td>
<td>MTP</td>
<td>Host interaction</td>
<td>[1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Xanthomonas axonopodis</em></td>
<td>Harpin</td>
<td>Virulence factor, multicellularity</td>
<td>[28,39]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
compatible strains [26]. All these findings have motivated the use of the term “functional amyloid” to differentiate these amyloid proteins from their toxic siblings [14]. In this review we focus on systems that have evolved in bacteria that control the expression and assembly of amyloid proteins on cell surfaces, such that the robustness of amyloid proteins are used towards a beneficial end.

### Functional amyloids in bacteria

One of the first reports of functional amyloid proteins in bacteria was a study of the curli pili of an uropathogenic strain of *Escherichia coli*. These pili were initially described as fibronectin-binding organelles on the surface of cells [30]. Subsequently, Chapman and collaborators demonstrated that the curli fibers that emerged from the surfaces of *E. coli* cells had the same physical properties as the well-studied amyloid proteins responsible for human amyloidoses, e.g., staining with specific dyes (Fig.1) [9]. *Escherichia coli* uses curli amyloid-like fibers for a variety of physiological functions. Among these are interactions with host tissues, biofilm formation, and evasion of the immune system [4]. This first description of a bacterial functional amyloid opened the possibility that amyloid proteins could be present in other bacterial species. Indeed, Larsen and collaborators carried out an immunolabeling study with diverse bacterial species and suggested that amyloid proteins were present as constituents of bacterial biofilms in a variety of environmental samples [22]. However, there is still just a limited number of examples where the direct implication of amyloids in biofilm formation has been demonstrated: Tafi, the curli homolog in *Salmonella*, FapC in many *Pseudomonas* species, TasA in *Bacillus subtilis*, and the recently found phenol soluble modulins (PSMs) in *Staphylococcus aureus* and the adhesin protein P1 in *Streptococcus mutans* in dental plaque biofilms [12,15,29,31,37].

Amyloid proteins may be utilized to perform other physiological processes in bacteria. For example, chaplins of *Streptomyces coelicolor* not only serve to interact with surfaces, but they also facilitate the rising of the aerial hyphae [5,11]. In *Mycobacterium tuberculosis*, amyloid pili (MTP) are necessary to interact with the host during pathogenesis [1]. Another example of an amyloid having a role during pathogenesis involves the harpins, important virulence factors of *Xanthomonas axonopodis* and other plant pathogenic bacteria. The harpin Hpag of *Xanthomonas* has been demonstrated to form amyloid fibers in vitro, and to be related to the hypersensitive response (HR) caused in the host and most recently shown to

![Fig. 1. Top row: Escherichia coli and Bacillus subtilis colonies stain with the amyloid specific dye Congo red. The pictures were taken after 72 h of growth in MSgg (minimal salts glycerol glutamate) agar (B. subtilis) or YESCA agar (E. coli) supplemented with Congo red. Bottom row: Transmission electron micrographs of curli amyloid fibers in E. coli (left) and TasA amyloid-like fibers in B. subtilis (right). Bars equal 200 nm.](image)
participate in the multicellular behavior of this bacterial species [28,39]. In this case, it was demonstrated that tetrameric oligomers were the main protein species found in hypersensitive responses. These findings contribute to the debate on the toxicity of amyloids. Historically, fibers have been considered as the etiological agents of amyloidosis. However, intermediate aggregates have a high propensity to insert into biological membranes and induce structural destabilization [16,51]. Thus, it is now thought that the intermediate aggregates, rather than the fibers themselves, are responsible for disease development [51].

Other studies demonstrate that, besides their role in developmental programs or interaction with the host cells, amyloids can be exploited as a detoxifying system. An interesting example of how the toxicity of amyloids can be modulated in self-benefit is that of the toxin microcin E492 produced by Klebsiella pneumoniae [40]. This toxin is a small peptide that oligomerizes into the cytoplasmic membranes of Enterobactericeae, causing pores that result in cell death [21]. The toxicity of microcin E492 was observed to vary depending on the state of growth of the producing cells; it was higher during exponential growth and decreased progressively with the aging of the culture. Not that the reduction of toxicity was associated to the transition of the toxin from an oligomeric state to further polymerization into amyloid fibers. This observation led to the conclusion that the toxic oligomers of microcin E492 resemble the intermediate aggregates of the protein Aβ associated with Alzheimer’s disease [2,24].

The inclusion bodies (IBs) that form during heterologous expression of proteins in bacteria are also an example of proteins with an amyloid conformation. The IBs have been historically considered the bottleneck that reduces the yield of overexpressed soluble and functional proteins. However, recent research demonstrates that peptides can be recovered from the IBs and still retain functionality. Besides the biological role of IBs as scavengers of putative toxic molecules for the bacterial cells, they offer an exciting new way for the efficient and controlled delivery of drugs in chemotherapy [52,53].

Amyloidogenesis as a sophisticated process of protein aggregation

The discovery that amyloid proteins can carry out important physiological functions in bacteria has forced the re-evaluation of the concept that amyloidogenesis is always an erratic process of protein aggregation. As we describe in this section, rather than being an uncontrolled process, it is now clear that in bacteria, and probably in other organisms, sophisticated machineries have evolved that direct the polymerization of these amyloid fibers outside the cell, thus avoiding toxicity yet providing the structural robustness to produce very stable organelles [36].

Curli: a paradigm for bacterial amyloidogenesis. Amyloid proteins have the intrinsic propensity to polymerize from the native monomeric state to the ordered and insoluble amyloid fibers [50]. During the formation of the fibers, amyloids go through diverse stages of aggregation with variable biochemical and morphological features. The kinetics of amyloid polymerization follow a typical sigmoidal curve with an initial lag phase, followed by an exponential phase of growth and a final plateau, where the fibers saturate and do not grow any further [25]. What allows the members of this family of proteins to form fibers? The study of curli in E. coli has clarified much of the molecular mechanisms that direct amyloidogenesis. The first clear difference with pathogenic amyloids is that curli formation is a highly regulated process. The protein products of two divergent operons are directly involved in the formation of curli fibers: csgABC and csgDEFG. The products of csgA and csgB are the main components of the fibers and the other proteins participate in regulating gene expression or control the proper secretion and polymerization of the fibers. CsgD regulates the expression of csgABC. CsgG forms a pore-like structure in the outer membrane, and allows the translocation of CsgA and CsgB from the periplasm to the outside of the cell. GsgF helps expose CsgB to the surfaces, and CsgE is thought to facilitate the access of CsgA to the secretion complex formed by CsgG. Finally, CsgC, which also has oxidoreductase activity, is thought to control the formation of the CsgG pore-like structure. The fibrillation of curli follows a nucleation-polymerization model, which means that the mixture of single mutants csgA and csgB complement each other extracellularly.

This is a fascinating result indicating that there is no need to produce both subunits in the same cell. The detailed analysis of the curli subunits CsgA and CsgB demonstrated the existence of an amyloidogenic core, composed of four imperfect repeats within the proteins’ amino acid sequence. Thus, when CsgB encounters CsgA, it induces a conformational change towards the amyloidogenic state making its polymerization into fibers possible. The reaction between the two subunits is mediated by CsgC [4]. All this knowledge on curli biogenesis has served to establish an elegant E. coli cell-based methodology to evaluate the potential amyloidogenic proper-
ties of proteins [43]. In this study, human or yeast amyloid proteins were shown to be targeted to the envelope of *E. coli* cells via the curli system, where they propagated fibers with amyloid properties.

How conserved is the mechanism of polymerization among bacterial amyloids is a question that needs intensive investigation. In the closely related bacterium *Salmonella typhimurium*, homologs to each curli gene have been identified and thus the polymerization is hypothesized to follow a similar scheme [58]. Consistent with the above idea, a recent study demonstrated that homologs of CsgA found in *E. coli* and *S. typhimurium*, among other Gram-negative bacteria, can cross seed fiber formation in vitro. As stated by the authors, this observation leads to the idea that these heterogeneous curli fibers may be produced in mixed-species biofilms in natural settings [57]. In the case of the amyloid protein FapC of *Pseudomonas* species, although no similarity in sequence with curli genes is observed, the presence of genes that could play similar roles to each component of the machinery dedicated to curli in *E. coli* has been demonstrated [12]. Studies on other bacterial filaments described as pilli and fimbriae have demonstrated differences in the specific way that they are formed in Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria which should come as no surprise given the dramatic differences in the cell envelopes of these two general classes of bacteria [18].

**Amyloid fibers in Gram-positive bacteria: TasA in *Bacillus subtilis***. A good model for the study of amyloid proteins of Gram-positive bacteria is TasA in *B. subtilis*. The story of TasA is quite intriguing. TasA was first described in the late 1990s, by two separate groups, as a protein that was both secreted into the medium during stationary phase and as a constituent of the spores [38,46]. The absence of TasA did not affect the viability of the spores but the spores appeared morphologically altered. In addition, Stover and Driks [46] reported an intriguing result for TasA; when overexpressed in *E. coli*, it had broad-spectrum of antimicrobial activity. The name of TasA reflects the findings of this protein as a translocation-dependent antimicrobial spore component. Later, TasA was shown to be a major component of the extracellular matrix of *B. subtilis* biofilms and also required for the formation of biofilms [6]. This functionality was further described as being related to the amyloid-like nature of TasA (Fig. 1) [31]. Note that although not demonstrated or even predicted, the observation of TasA's antimicrobial activity when produced in *E. coli* pointed towards one of the putative features of TasA as an amyloid protein: when produced in large quantities and in the absence of the additional elements necessary for the assembly in fibers, TasA may form toxic aggregates that like other amyloids, may cause cell death [46].

As introduced earlier, it can be proposed that *B. subtilis* uses TasA to produce amyloid fibers outside the cell for two purposes: (i) to detoxify the possible accumulation of toxic aggregates of this protein in the cytoplasm, and (ii) to form the protein-scaffold that supports the assembly of the extracellular matrix, the network of molecules necessary for the formation of bacterial biofilms. Thus, the formation of such fibers needs to be highly regulated. There is a complex regula-
tory network that controls and connects the expression of TasA with other bacterial factors [54]. To summarize, the master regulator SinR directly represses the expression of \(tasA\) until conditions are propitious for biofilm development [17]. One operon containing three genes, \(tapA\)-\(sipW\)-\(tasA\), is necessary for the formation of the amyloid fibers [31]. This is markedly different from the chaplin amyloid fibers in the Gram-positive bacterium \(Streptomyces coelicolor\), where eight chaplin genes have been described [13]. \(Streptomyces coelicolor\) shows a complex developmental program and it is thought that the diversity of chaplins play important roles in the different stages of the \(S. coelicolor\) life cycle [5].

TasA is the main component of the \(B. subtilis\) amyloid fibers. When purified directly from \(B. subtilis\), TasA retains amyloid properties, such as self-aggregation into insoluble fibers (Fig. 2). TasA fibers can be depolymerized with aggressive acid treatments and then they can be observed to repolymerize. Such a property has been useful to study the kinetics of polymerization of TasA, which reflects a dynamic transition through different stages of aggregation. In agreement with its amyloid nature, some of these intermediate aggregates, but not the fiber nor the monomers, reacts with an antibody that specifically detects the toxic aggregates of the amyloid protein Aβ associated with Alzheimer’s disease [31]. However, TasA is not purified from \(B. subtilis\) in its monomeric form. Rather, we obtain a homogenous suspension of stable oligomers, which could aggregate as different morphotypes depending on the physical properties of the medium: (i) fibers form on hydrophobic surfaces but (ii) plaques form under acidic conditions. This is an appealing discovery that could reflect a way in which bacteria can adapt to different habitats, modifying the state of aggregation of an external protein and probably the final arrangement of the extracellular matrix depending on environmental cues such as pH and surface hydrophobicity [8].

Bacterial cell surfaces are hydrophobic, and we have seen that this physical feature promotes the formation of fibers [8]. However, additional factors must be dedicated to increase the efficiency of the fiber polymerization process outside the cells. To build the curli fibers, \(E. coli\) uses CsgA and the nucleator protein CsgB [3]. As stated above, \(tasA\) is part of a three gene operon that encodes another protein, TapA, which is also necessary for the assembly of biofilms (Fig. 3A) [6,34]. The failure of a \(tapA\) deletion mutant to form biofilms has been related to the absence of TasA fibers and even attachment of TasA to cell surfaces [34]. Note that, differently from what was reported for curli, TapA and TasA have to be produced in the same cell in order to form the fibers, a process similar to the formation of pili in \(B. cereus\) [7].

Immunolocalization studies proved that TapA localizes, as foci, at certain regions of the cell wall, where presumably it directs the polymerization of TasA into fibers. In addition,
TapA appears distributed along the TasA fibers (Fig. 3B), although at much less abundance (the ratio of TasA:TapA is 100:1) [34]. Based on these findings, we proposed that TapA is an accessory protein that promotes the efficient polymerization of TasA at the cell envelope and contributes to the organization of the growing fibers. In addition, the localization of TapA at the base of the TasA fibers, and its close association to the cell wall led to the idea that TapA is the connector of the fibers to the cell envelope [34].

Consistent with this conclusion, the absence of TapA causes a decrease in the amount of detectable extracellular TasA, which in addition appears as small and disorganized fibrils that are disconnected from the cell envelope. The name TapA was coined to refer to these functions: TasA anchoring and assembly protein [34].

In a recent publication we showed that indeed TapA accelerates the polymerization of TasA in vitro (Fig. 4) [35]. How it is that TapA facilitates the polymerization of TasA into amyloid fibers is still unclear. What we do know is that a mutant with a tapA allele lacking an eight-amino-acid sequence in the N-terminal half of the protein failed to form biofilms and failed to promote TasA fiber formation [35]. By comparison with curli in E. coli, we propose that this domain in the N-terminal half of TapA can either promote the processing of TasA or induce a conformational change of TasA toward its amyloidogenic state.

The knowledge of the polymerization of pili in other Gram-positive bacteria can be compared and contrasted with TasA fiber formation. The formation of pili in B. cereus needs two subunits, BcpA and BcpB. The major subunit, BcpA is processed by a specific sortase, and the product is linked to the minor subunit BcpB [7]. However, a hypothetical processing of TasA and TapA would have to involve other proteins than the putative sortases identified in B. subtilis because mutants in those sortases had no defect in biofilm formation [34]. The anchoring of TasA fibers mediated by TapA could be thought to be similar to other pili in Gram-positive bacteria. However, two lines of evidence discard this hypothesis: (i) The C-terminal region of TapA does not contain a canonical sorting signal for anchoring to the peptidoglycan, and (ii) the deletion of the two putative sortases, the enzymes that recognize the sorting signals, did not alter biofilm formation [34]. These findings open the possibility that there exist diverse mechanisms of attachment of fibers to the cell wall of Gram-positive bacteria.

Finally, the formation of TasA fibers depends on a third protein, SipW, also encoded in the same operon. This is a signal peptidase that processes TasA and TapA to their mature form before sorting to the cell envelope [45,46]. SipW is an atypical signal peptidase, given that it resembles more those found in the endoplasmic reticulum of eukaryotic cells than typical bacterial signal peptidases [48]. An additional role for
SipW has been recently proposed. A version of this protein impaired in protease activity was shown to stimulate the expression of the tapA-sipW-tasA operon during the formation of biofilms on solid surfaces, thus introducing a new level of control and complexity to the formation of amyloids [47].

Final notes

The studies of bacterial amyloids have revolutionized our perception of this family of proteins: from their pathological implications and erratic processing to the possibility that they sometimes arise as the result of a well-defined program that has evolved to maintain the homeostasis of the organism and to interact with the environment [36]. To the increasing number of functional amyloids, we have added a new member, the TasA amyloid-like fiber in the Gram-positive bacterium B. subtilis. A number of reasons make the TasA amyloid-like fiber an attractive model for the molecular study of amyloidogenesis. (i) B. subtilis is a model microbe for the study of developmental programs such as biofilm formation and sporulation, two features mediating the interaction of the bacterium with its environment. The study of TasA fiber formation will contribute not only to our understanding of the mechanisms of amyloid fiber formation, but also its implications in bacterial adaptation to the habitat. The fact that TasA is purified to homogeneity directly from B. subtilis offers the outstanding capability to investigate which other factors, physical-chemical or intrinsic to bacterial cells, are involved in fiber formation. (ii) Amyloid fibers represent interesting targets for the search of new therapies that contribute to the fight of bacterial biofilms and the biochemical processes they may cause [32]. We have previously demonstrated that B. subtilis biofilms represent a formidable tool for the search of molecules that can be exploited in two directions: anti-biofilm and anti-amyloid [33].
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